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sentence construction - take a long time vs take a while English Language Learners Stack Exchange
You can't say "takes long time", though. When time is a mass
noun, like in the first sentence, you can drop the article:
"this process takes time".
What If It Takes A While For Me To Bond With My Baby? everymum
Dec 15, Grammar Girl explains the difference between "a while"
and "awhile," using example sentences so you can be sure to
get it right.
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You can't say "takes long time", though. When time is a mass
noun, like in the first sentence, you can drop the article:
"this process takes time".
Los Angeles Times - Page unavailable in your region
Mar 29, Here's a good explanation of awhile vs. a while and
some more is not correct because “This may take for a while”
is not idiomatic English.
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What's The Difference Between "A While" And "Awhile" Everything After Z by tavywivyzu.ga
I'll try taking a look at how long it takes to get an IP
address. I did try setting up a static IP address for my PC
(and verified that it was reported as.
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This process takes a. The results might surprise you. If yes,
then you are on a firm competitive footing.
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Sites with a DR higher than 55 gained nearly twice as many
links as sites with a DR in the next lowest category A Dutch
insurer has decided no-code development lets it create new
services faster. Posts: 9.
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